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DETER]\.{INATION oF TEAMS IN GROUPS oF TURKISI{ FOOTBALL
FEDERATIOI,{ THIRD LEAGUE CLASSIFICATION GROUPS BY GENETIC

ALGORJTHMS

Dr. İbrahim Zeki Alçyurt] , Dr- Tinıur Keskintürl?, Btırış Kireıniüci3 Serap Kiremilcia

Abstract - In ıhis paper we hove emphasized lhe use of genetic algorithms bolh as a lool and applicable to lhe

formation of Sports League Groups. Determilxalioü,ı of ıeam members of each gı oup is considered a.s a seİ

partitioning problem which has diyerse application fields. As most of the set partilioning problem yqı,ianls are

NP-hard combiııatorial oPtimizatian problem, classical exact solution methods are confiııed ıo small ıize
problem instaııces, we proposed a genetic algorithm approach for lhis problem. The primaıy objectiııe of ı'his

paper is lhe delerminaıioır of teams of eoch gı,oup Jbr the purpose of miııimizing lhe tatal tr(Ivel distance ta,len

by the teams of Turkish Football Federatioıı Third League Classifcation Groups which hııve 5 separate

gı.oups and 53 dffirent teams duriııg the seasoıı of 2009-2010. While calculaling lhe |otal trqvel dislaace
matrices, dislances betweeıı each team were oblaiııed f,om Google Maps. The comparisoıı of the

computatianal results of proposed genetic algorilhm and the aclual Turkjsh Foolball Federation resulis vas
made and reported. Iı is fowld thaı qlmosı ] 3 |% perceııl impro"-emeııl in solulion yalue can be achieved. All
the results were displqyı?d in lables and oıı the maps.

Key Words- Forıtball League, Genetic Algorilhms, Set Partilioning Problem, Turkey

SF:,T PARTITIONING PROBLEM
The Set Partitioning Problem (SPP) is kıown to be NP-hard and it can be used to model many important

real-world decision problems Il] including those involving railroad crew scheduling, truck deliveries, airlint:

crew scheduling, tanker routing, information retrieval, switching cilcuit design, stock cutting, assembly line
balaıcing, capital equipment decisions, location of offshore drilling platforıns, some other facility location
problems, political districting [2]. The problem is NP-Hard üerefore heuristic algoıithms have been

developed. Since obtaining the results ofthe large size problems with standaıd methods, is very hard and

complicated.
Set Partitioning ploblem can be formulated as follows:

.v
f-

Min Lc jx j

lxj- e
ı; = {0,r}

a:(a,ı} is an ıı*ız matrix which consists of0 and l (elements). c is an arbitrary ı-vector, e-(1,...,1]is an

ız-veclor and N:{l,...,n}. If the rows of A are associated with tlre elements of the set M={1,...,m} and ea:h

column a; ofA with Subset olğ of those i€ M such tI]at a,]:l, then SPP is the problem of finding a

minimum_weight family of subsets ğ, j € N ,which iS a partition of M, each subset being weighted with

'j .l2]
As SPP has wide applicability in many real life problems, it has both exact aıd heuristics methods foı its

solution. The most common one of them, are those based on linear programming.
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There are different methods among the exact methods. The most classic one is to solve SPP with linear
programming. It has noted that obtaining the solution is very easy in small size instances with üis one. [3]-
[4]-[2]. The other method among üe exact ones is branch and bound method.

There are many papers concerning heuristic methods for the solution of SPP [5][6][7]t8]t9]tl0]
t1l]t12]tl3]. Genetic algorithms (GA) and Tabu Search are the heuristic meüods used for. ]n references

tl4]t15] tl6]tl7]t18][l9], genetic algorithms is used for the solution of SPP and usually the application is
about airline crew scheduling. Besides Tabu search method has also used to solve SPP [20][21].

In literature, Güngöı ve Küçüksille [22] has used SPP in Football Leagues. They have seperated 5l
teams into three groups in Turkish Football League B Cathegory with a GA based approach. In seperation of
the groups, distances between the teams are minimized..

In this paper, the teams in Turkish Football Federation (TFF) Thhd League Classification Groups during
the season of 2009-20l O are dealed with. There are 53 teams in 5 seperate groups. The first four groups are
composed of l 1 teams and the last gıoup is composed of 9 teams. During the season, two matches are played
between for each of the team and üe other competitors in the same group. In the sfudy comparison of the
groups determined by üe Turkish Football Federation (TFF) and by the proposed genetic algorithm was
made according to the total distance taken by üe teams during the whole season. The other constraints (if any)
are not taken into consideration in the gıoup assignment process.

GENETIC ALGORITHMS FOR SP PROBLEM AND APPLICATION
Genetic algorithms (GAs) which is a population-based meta-heuristic technique, was developed by

Holland.[23][24] (Goldberg, 1989; Reeves, l995) GA evolves a population of individuals ençoded as
chıomosomes by creating new generations of offspring through an iterative process until some convergence
criteria aıe met[25]. Solution values (variables) are ıepresented in the vectors named chromosomes. This
replesentation may be binary coding or actual values can also be used. For a given number interval, initial
solutions are generated wiü values determined randomly. This group of solutions produced with the number
of chromosomes (population size) is called Initial Population. Then üe quality of each solution candidates is
evaluated according to the problem-specific fitness function. Fitness function in our model is considered as
minimization of the total travel distance. The creation of new generation population belonging to the next
iterations, aıe made thıough GA operators like selection, clossover and mutation. The steps of GA are as
fol1ows:

Step l: Generation of Initial Population
Step 2: Determination ofFitness Value
Step 3: Selection
Step 4: Crossover
Step 5: Mutation
Step 6: If stopping criterion is not achieved, go to the Second Step.
Step 7: SeIect the best solution as the lesult.[26][27]

The objective of this paper is the determination of teams of each group for üe purpose of minimizing the
total travel distarıce taken by the teams of Turkish Football Federation (TFF). The problem formulation and
the notation is given as follows:

NotationS:
J\r : Number of Teams

,| : Team index ıı=1,..,N
K : Number ofGroups
k : Group index Fl,.., ı(
V : Set of Teams
U]. : Numbeı of teams in group fr

Sk : Set ofteams in group k, S < I/

's,ı,.;] : Distarıce between team ii -6 *;, v (ı,.1) e l/
xi : Problem variables, Y İ e P,x,: [1,ğ
and integer formulation of Mathematical Model (hoblem) is
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,nlnfŞ Fo,.,' _.ı ı-ı
f-=r{,rn *L,, " *,ı,, iı

Subject to:

§1l = 7u, k:1,.-,K
x, - ll .Nl and integer

In the Problem, üere are integer variables for each of the teams. These integer variables can take va]ues
between l aıid the total team number §). According to this, thefe are variables as many as the team numtıers
and they can take integer values between [l, N] interval. In GA, variables are defined in genes wiı.hin
chıomosomes. Each ofthe chromosomes fepresents an altemative solution as shown in Figure 1.

Gr s
Team

Crou 7 Grou 2 Grou 3
1 2 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4

13 18 2 9 5 15 10 ?o 4 72 1 19 L4 6 LL 7,] 3
,7chromosome

§

As can be seen in example chromosome, there are three groups which are composed of 8, 8 and 4 teams
resPectivelY and there are 20 teams totally. Permutation encoding is used here and each of üe genes represents
a team which takes place in the related g,oup. Fitness function is the sum of total travel distance of elıch
teams with all the othels in üe same group, reciprocally as indicated in the equation.

Crossover and mutation afe two important opefators that make changes in existing chromosomes in the
search for better solutions. The aim of the crossover is to exchange of information between the chromıısoıres,
so it enables cleating new and better individuals (chromosomes). In binary and real-value coding. crossover
SteP iS taken by changing one side of the predetermined clossoveI point berween two strings r-eciprocatly.
Thus, two new different individuals are obtained. In permutaion encoding in older to prevent unfeasible
solutions, one-point crossover is used like in Figure 2. Mutation consists of randomly modifiying some
gene(s) of a single individual at a time to further explore the so]ution space and ensurej or pleserve, gen€|tic
diversity. The occurance ofmutation is generally associated with a Iow probability [27l.

First group's fiıSt team

FIGURE l l
Chromosome Example

Parent 1

Parent 2

child

FIGURE l2
Mutation CrosSover point

creation of ew GeneIation

Modified population by crossover and ınutation steps, are eliticized with Selection step. ile değiştiri en
population SeIecti on ile daha elit hale getirilir. Chormosomes with a better fitness value, have higher
probability of being chosen for the next generation. Ones with worse fitness are eliminated and ones wiü
better fitness are reproduced and the population size remains constant. This loop continues till getting lhe
predetermined iteIation number.

]n this sfudy, the object is the determination of teams of each group for the purpose of minimizing 1he
total tlavel distance taken by the teams of Turkish Football Federation Third League Classification Groı_ps
which have 5 Separate groups and 53 different teams during the season of2009-201O. The fiıst four groups ırre

49,7
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composed of 1 l teams and the last group is composed of 9 teams. Distances behveen the teaıns are calculated

by a developed program with usinğ cooidinates as road distance in terms of kilometers which have obtained

from the website of Googlemaps.com.
In GA crossover rate was determined 0.9 mutation rate was determined 0-001 and the population size was

determined 20. Algorithm was coded with MATLAB R2009 and implemented in an Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4

CPU 3.20 cuz, +ao MB RAM configured PC for 1000 iterations, 100 times. Comparative results are

presented in Table l.

TABLE l l
Results of The Problem

GAs (Mean)

Total Distance
Average Deviation of Groups Distance
Average Devistion of T€aEıs Di§tance
standard Deviation of Teams DistıDce
Standard Deüation of Groups Distance
cPU

2921,64,4
653 ,03 |,7 57 6

1239,386686
1,7 00 ,97 693,7

724,0845

253800,8
13,7 |,493333
1561,851691
2l85,013234
I736 

"73|47ll5,0|98732

When the results are considerccl, proposcd GA result is a good alternative to TFF's result in 1erıns of total

distance. The difference between üe lesults in total distance is 38363.6 km and approimately % l]].l . It is

considered that this improvement may enable serious benefits in economic, health and environment issues,

Group based distributions of teams acoording to the TFF are shown in Turkish Map in Figuıe 3. Group based

distributions of teams acoording to GA are shown in Turkish Map in Figure 4,
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FIGIIRE 13

TFF's Current Group Distribution on Turkish Map
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Examining the figures, it can bc sccn that Proposed GA forms better groups than TFF's and this enables
an improvement in total distance. But there might be imbalances between groups and teaüns as the objeı:tive
function is the minimization ofthe total distance. This imbalance is c|eariy seen when you look at group's and
team's means and deviations in Tab]e l.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, determination of Turkish Football Fedeıation (TFF) 3. League classification groups with

Genetic algorithms is presented as a set partitioning problem. The aim of the study is to provide an alternative
Solution with a scientific approach to TFF's current solution. objective functioı] is the miniınization o]'thc
total distaıce taken by teams between the others in the same group. According to the results, an improvelnent
which is approximaiely %o 13,1 is obtained. This means 38363.6 km in terms of distance. So it carı be noted
that GA may be a good alternative. But when team's and group's means and deviations are taken into
consideration, an increase in the imbalance between the groups and teams is seen ; although there i; an
improveııent in total distaİce, assignments of teams to groups have more inequity. The competition is not
only in the f'ield in football and economic power is also a competition issue so such an assignment ııay
plevent the balai]ce of competition befween teams and groups. According to this, it is not enough to deterrnine
the objective function that covers only minimization of total distance, it must include also balance of l;otal

distance between teams and groups.
As Genetiç algorithm presents a good performaıce about total distance, it is taught to be the same

algorithm can be used to baIance the distances between teams and groups as well. With fuither reseach on this
subject, transpoılation costs which are important cost items can be balanced in competitive intense sector like
football.
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